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Sub.: Running of Heavy Axle Freight Wagons
Sections of Indian Railways.

/0 August, 2006

My dear Rao,

on Different

A historic decision was taken to in traduce running of heavy axle
load 23T freight trains (CC+6+2 & CC+8+2) on the identified routes for.
the first time on Indian Railways. This has fetched rich dividends to the
earnings of Indian Railways. eRSs of different circles have accorded
their sanction and in accordance with directives and guidelines issued
by the Railway Board, eRSs have emphasized observance of strict
discipline 'inru:pning of these trains.

It is imperative that success achieved in running of heavy axle
load trains is sustained and results are consolidated by ensuring
observance of strict discipline and guidelines at all levels so that the
next step to introduce 2ST axle load operation and universalizing 23T
axle load operation as announced by me in the Parliament, is achieved.
In this context, following are most important steps:

v) Install all sanctioned Electronic in-motion Weigh Bridges by
December, 2006 and ensure that an weigh bridges are kept
wel},:tnaintained and functional.

iil NO OVERLOADING must be permitted.
action should be taken against defaulters.

Good train running and adequate powering should be
ensured to prevent instances of stalling/wheel slippages.

Drastic penal

vii) Wagons must be well maintained, additional springs as
advised be provided during ROHiPOH,

RDSO must expedite development of WILD and it rrrust be
installed at selected locations within one year.

ix] All remaining instrumentations of bridges etc. should be
concluded without any further delay.
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x) Concerned PHODs meeting, as detailed in Railway Board's
letter No.2005/M(N)/204/2 dated 03.06.2005 should be
regularly held at General Manager's level to review
operation of these heavy axle load trains.

Instances of overloading, wheel slipping causing tail damages are
being reported. You are requested to strictly ensure that guidelines
issued in this connection are followed at all levels. Deterrent action
must be taken and in case the violation persists responsibility at
appropriate higher level will have to be fixed. A very serious view will be
taken in such cases, because success of the project is vital for Indian
Railways and the country asa whole.

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

f) I2 ~ ) Vj 6 '}l)'J/ftt/

( Lalu Prasad )
Shri A.K. Rao, ':;-.:";i'

Director General,
R.D.S.O.,
Lucknow.


